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4_BD_9C_E6_96_87_c7_10171.htm nbsp；计算机Globally, we

have moved from a culture centered on network television, cable,

AM and FM radio and telephone into a digital society with mass

media,streaming information, intelligent computer. To shift to a

digital economy, best demonstrated by the explosive growth of the

Internet, is transforming everyday products and practices. Ideas

expressed in soft wares, chips, communication systems, financial

institutions and mass media have enormous leverage worldwide.

Beyond emails and online shopping, the Internet promises to change

dramatically huge spectrum activities. Its benefits can be well

illustrated in the following aspects.nbsp；But on the other hand,

some people debate that it is also inconvenient, waste the time,

isolated us from people only with the company of computers, and

make our lives more complicated. Some people repair the most

sophisticated computer but cant mend a pair of socks. Yet in fact,

computer collapse the distances and demolishes all boundaries.

Whether computer is a blessing or a curse, depends on different

circumstance and the way you use it.nbsp；nbsp；nbsp；nbsp；

说谎有没有必要Telling lie is usually looked upon as an evil,

because some people try to get benefit from dishonest means or try

to conceal their faults. On the other hand,honesty is widely

recognized as the best policy.lt；Washington and Cherry Treenbsp

；However, telling lie,despite its negative effects, sometimes is



essential in our daily life. First, the liar itself will benefit from the lie by

escaping from the pressure of unnecessary embarrassment. On the

other hand, the listener will feel more comfortable by reasonable

excuses. For example, if a little girls farther died in an accident, her

mother would comfort her by saying" farther has gone to another

beautiful land". In such cases, a lie with original goodwill is like a

naught angel who might make the cruel nice. Furthermore, To some

extent, the skills of telling lie can be regard as a capacity of creation

and imagination.nbsp；补充日期: 2002-07-08 15:46:50国防的重

要性As mass production is the core principle of industrial economy,

mass destruction becomes the core principle of this age. Warfare, as

the result of violence pushed to its utmost abounds, has been posing

a great threat to all the nations for a long history.nbsp；First,

although most of tax money goes into the national defense budget,

an ounce of prevention is worth of a pound of cure. After the

first-ever atom bomb ；ped on the Japanese city on August 6,1945,

more than 140,000 people were killed in the atomic blast and tens of

thousands of others died from the after effects of radiation. Since

then, the technique of battle systems has already gone through

several generations. nbsp；On the other hand, despite the generally

peaceful world, local wars and racial segregations never been

disconnected. At the same time, business and governments

constantly jockey for advantage over each other, sometimes relying

on less-than-legal measures including warfare.nbsp；Of course,

arguments will be raised against my standpoint. Some people criticize

it on the grounds that these problems can be resolved through



diplomacy and dialogue. However, in my opinion, the unavoidable

Information Warfare will be waged because it can be. History clearly

shows that any new technology, regardless of its original intentions,

soon finds its way into the warriors. In conclusion, we, no matter

individuals or governments, must prepare for the future we are

creating.&nbsp；那个题目好象讲国家用了太多钱花在国防上

，应该用来提高人民生活水平，我说的是国防很重要，不知

道老师会不会觉得不妥呢：]环境问题In a world today of i
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